The ZIM File Format

- **Header**
  - Magic Number
  - Version
  - ...
  - --> Index Pointer List
  - --> Cluster Pointer List
  - --> Main Page
  - --> Layout Page
  - ...

- **Cluster Pointer List**
  - --> 1st Cluster
  - --> 2nd Cluster
  - --> 3rd Cluster
  - --> ...

- **Index Pointer List**
  - --> 1st Directory Entry
  - --> 2nd Directory Entry
  - --> 3rd Directory Entry
  - --> ...

- **Cluster**
  - --> 1st Blob
  - --> 2nd Blob
  - --> 3rd Blob
  - --> ...

- **Directory Entry**
  - Redirect Flag
  - MIME Type
  - Namespace
  - ...
  - --> Cluster Number
  - --> Blob Number
  - ...
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